
Z8 – A world’s first: One-Touch Americano
For light, aromatic, long coffees





Unmatched 
 innovations

Coffee is an indulgent treat all over the world.  When 
it comes to creating coffee specialties, the only limit 
is imagination. But when it comes to the preparation, 
there is one thing of which everyone is certain: the 
easiest way is at the touch of a button – freshly ground 
and extracted. At JURA, there are 70 engineers 
pursuing the quest of ultimate coffee enjoyment, 
and creating components and systems for the coffee 
machines of tomorrow. 

Driven by the vision of the ultimate coffee result, 
technicians create components and systems for the 
coffee machines of tomorrow. Software developers 
incorporate intelligence into electronic controllers 
so that even the most  complex of processes can be 
completed at the touch of a button. Computer 
scientists create new operation concepts, i. e. control 
elements and user interfaces, and even bring 
additional functions to people’s smartphones via 
apps. Quality assurance specialists constantly test 
components, prototypes and series production units 
under the toughest conditions to guarantee durability 
and that they retain their value. They make 3.8 million 
cups of coffee in the test laboratories every year for 
this purpose alone.

The innovations we present to you in the following 
pages are the result of all of us striving for perfection. 





  Z8

A world’s first: 
 One-Touch Americano 
for light, aromatic‚ 
long coffees

Inspired by the world’s best baristas, the Z8 turns 
enjoying a coffee into a long-lasting pleasure. For 
the Caffè Barista, Americano and the Jug of coffee, 
it uses a special preparation method that combines 
the coffee with hot water during the extraction 
process to produce full- bodied, delicate, deliciously 
light specialties. Creating the perfect treat for the 
body and soul.





 Z8

Big screen, big scene

With a precise 4.3" high-resolution touchscreen 
color   display, JURA sets a new standard for coffee 
machine user inter faces. Just as impressive as its 
imposing screen is the  completely new operating 
concept. It sets itself apart thanks to its clear layout 
and simplicity in keeping with the times. The 
touchscreen puts all your favorite coffees at your 
fingertips. By touching, swiping and selecting, you 
can individually program, name and arrange your 
specialties on the display. Equipped with Smart 
 Connect, the Z8 can also be controlled via J.O.E.®. 





 Z8

An unprecedented 
range of specialties

Coffee classics – characteristically full-bodied and 
aromatic. Trend specialties topped with light and airy 
milk foam, imagi native and delicious. The Z8 makes 
a statement for variety and choice. 16 different 
specialties can be selected by simply  touching the 
start screen, and a total of 21 beverages are available 
via the Rotary Selection. What’s more, there’s still 
plenty of scope for coming up with personalized 
creations and names – let coffee fire the imagination. 
Two pumps and two heating systems allow the coffee 
and milk to be prepared in parallel, rediscovering the 
classic Caffè latte. The Z8 also fully satisfies the high 
 demands of tea lovers by providing the ideal water 
tempera tures for green and black tea.



Z8

Benefits at a glance

 � One-Touch Americano function for 

light,  aromatic, long specialties

 � Parallel preparation of coffee and milk 

for a perfect Caffé latte result

 � 4.3" high-resolution touchscreen color 

 display with sophisticated operating 

concept for intuitive navigation

 � Ultimate coffee quality thanks to 

the  AromaG3 grinder and Pulse 

 Extraction  Process (P.E.P.®)

A world’s first: One-Touch Americano 
for light,  aromatic‚ long coffees
The Z8 from JURA boasts an unbeatable standard of coffee. For long coffees, 
the world’s first  automatic coffee machine for the home with One-Touch 
Americano function uses a special preparation method that combines the 
coffee with hot water during the extraction  process, resulting in full-bodied, 
deliciously light specialties. The Pulse Extraction Process (P.E.P.®) facilitates the 
superb development of flavor for ristretto and espresso, with trend specialties 
like flat white and latte macchiato being prepared to perfection thanks to 
automatic switchover from milk to milk foam. Operation and the selection of 
one of the 21 different specialties takes place intuitively, thanks to self-explanatory 
graphics on a high-resolution 4.3" touchscreen color display. If desired, Smart 
Connect even enables the machine to be controlled via J.O.E.®. And thanks to 
RFID technology, the CLEARYL Smart water filter is detected automatically.
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JURA Inc.
20 Craig Road
Montvale, NJ 07645

JURA – If you love coffee

Technical overview
Z8 

Number of specialties 21

One-Touch Americano function 

Intelligent Water System (I.W.S.®) 

Compatible with J.O.E.® 

Wireless ready 

Smart Connect included 

Pulse Extraction Process (P.E.P.®) 

Grinder Multi-level Aroma G3 grinder

Thermoblock heating system 2

Milk system HP3

JURA hygiene: TÜV-certified 

CLEARYL filter cartridge CLEARYL Smart

Customize and duplicate products 

Display 4.3" touchscreen color display

Height- and width-adjustable dual spout 3.2 – 6 in / 0.8 – 2 in

Water tank capacity 81 oz 

Bean container capacity 10 oz

Voltage / power 120 V~ / 1500 W

Weight 30 lbs

Dimensions (W × H × D) 12.6 × 14.9 × 17.7 in

Article number / color 15192 / Aluminum


